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S145/S245 SERIES:
The premier and proven all-metallic aerospace hose, qualified to AS1424. S145/245 
performs in extreme hot and cold, beyond the range of all thermoplastic hoses. It is 
used extensively on Space Vehicle and Launch Vehicle applications as well as hot 
sections of turbine engines where performance and reliability are critical. The hose 
consists of a convoluted innercore formed of CRES or Inconel® tubing, reinforced 
with a layer of CRES 304 wire braid. Operating pressures range from 2000 PSI (138 
Bar) in small diameters to 800 PSI (55 Bar) in large diameters. S145/245 hose 
operates at temperatures up 1200ºF without the need for firesleeve. Standard fittings 
are available in CRES or Inconel®. Hybrid assemblies combining flex hose with 
multibend tube are a Titeflex specialty and provide improved vibration dampening, 
ease of installation and maintenance over strictly rigid tubing. Titeflex can mold a 
proprietary silicone on S145/245 hose assemblies, encapsulating braid and 
innercore, for service in severe vibration applications. Where greater flexibility and tighter bend radius is required, in a less 
dynamic environment, Titeflex offers S245 hose. S245 is available in the same alloys as S145.
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SERIES:  S145/S245
SPECIFICATION:  SAE AS1424
BRAID:  CRES
INNERCORE:  Metalic Convoluted
TEMPERATURE RANGE
(SS INNER CORE):
-268°C + 455°C (-450°F + 850°F)
TEMPERATURE RANGE
(SS INNER CORE):
-268°C + 648°C (-450°F + 1200°F) 
QUALIFICATIONS:
SAE AS1424
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